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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will end on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare published for one way trip.
The UMNR (Unaccompanied Minor) service is not applicable to this fare.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes
Seat allocation is free of charge for rows 1 and 2 onwards, subject to availability.
This fare gives the passenger the right to make changes to departure times, flight date, passenger name or route, with no additional charge, provided that such modification is requested
during the validity of the ticket and there is availability within the corresponding fare group. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior
to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the corresponding departure airport, Call Center or sales office. If the requested change involves the application of a fare higher
than the one originally paid, the passenger must pay the corresponding difference, both per segment and per passenger. Otherwise, that is, if the change involves the application of a fare
lower than the one originally paid, the difference will be credited to the passenger in his/her electronic wallet, for which the passenger must have a Club Interjet or Club Interjet Premium
account.
In the event of requests to change the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change is only possible if no segment has been used; once the first segment of the journey has
been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure of the flight originally
contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change of departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the right to cancel the contracted flight, and in such case, the passenger may request they be credited to their electronic wallet for the amount paid, provided such cancellation
is requested at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled date of departure. For purposes of the above, the passenger must have a Club Interjet and/or Club Interjet Premium account, and the
amount will be credited only to the electronic wallet of the account holder.
This fare allows the right to free transportation of up to 50 kg (110lb) of checked baggage distributed in 2 pieces of luggage of up to 25 kg each. The maximum weight for each piece of
equipment documented should not exceed 30 kilograms (66 pounds), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $ 8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram will be incurred. This
right may not be cumulative and applicable in conjunction with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $ 130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price per piece). Car defenses are allowed only when
traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the original baggage allowance is applied at the time of change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
The UMNR (Unaccompanied Minor) service is not applicable to this fare.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
Seat allocation is free of charge and it shall be made for rows 1 and 2 onwards subject to availability.
This fare gives you the right to make changes in departure times, flight date, name or route, with no additional charge, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the
ticket and there is availability within the corresponding fare group. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the
originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, through Call Center or at a sales office. If the requested change involves the application of a fare higher than the one originally paid,
the passenger must pay the corresponding difference, both per segment and per passenger. If the change involves the application of a fare lower than the one originally paid, the difference
will be credited to the passenger in his/her electronic wallet, for which the passenger must have a Club Interjet and/or Club Interjet Premium account.
In the case of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment of the journey has been used; once the first
portion has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. The passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure of the flight originally contracted
through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change in departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the right to cancel the contracted flight, and in such case, the passenger may request that they be credited to their electronic wallet for the amount paid, provided such
cancellation is requested at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled date of departure. For purposes of the above, the passenger must have a Club Interjet and/or Club Interjet Premium account,
and the amount will be credited only to the electronic wallet of the account holder.
This tariff allows free transportation of up to 50 kg (110lb) of checked baggage distributed in 2 pieces of baggage of up to 25 kg each. The maximum weight for each piece of equipment
documented should not exceed 30 kilograms (66 pounds), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This is not cumulative nor
applicable in conjunction with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $ 2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5 th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD. Prices are per piece of baggage, and per
leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the original baggage allowance is applied at the time of change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and in the rest of the international flight
reservations, changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of the
country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate in force at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes
The seat assignment from row 3 onwards incurs no cost and is subject to availability.
This fare gives the right to make changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, or at a sales office. This change will
generate a charge, per segment and per passenger, at a fare of $599.00 MXN / $35.00 USD / $48.00 CAD, also if the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the
corresponding fare difference.
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per passenger and
per leg of the journey.
In the case of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment has been used; once the first portion has been
flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure of the flight originally
contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change in departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the passenger the right to carry without an extra charge: on flights from/to Mexico, Center America and South America up to 66 lb (30 kg) in one piece of checked baggage; on
flights from/to North America and the Caribbean, up to 55 lb (25 kg). The maximum weight of each piece of checked baggage must not exceed 55 lb (30 kg), in case of excess, it will be charged
$80.00 MXN / $ 8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name
programs.
In case of special baggage, there will be a charge for route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $ 45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN
/ $90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price per piece). Car defenses are allowed only when
traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4 th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD. Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the original baggage allowance is applied at the time of change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and in the rest of the international flights the
charge for reservations, changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate in force at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
Seat assignment is automatic, has no cost and is from row 17 onwards, but can be changed with a seat charge within the same section of the fare category, subject to availability. Zone 1:
From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $100.00 MXN / $5.00 USD (For flights to Canada the cost for seat
selection in Zone 1 has no additional cost); Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 without cost for seat
selection.
This rate grants the passenger the right to make changes to the departure time of their flight, flight date or route, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For
the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours before departure of the flight originally contracted directly at the airport of origin or at a sales office.
This change will generate a charge, per segment and per passenger, at the rate of $599.00 MXN. / $35.00 USD / $48.00 CAD, likewise, in case the new rate is higher than the original rate, the
passenger must pay the difference of rate that corresponds to the case.
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per passenger and
per leg of the journey.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment has been used; once the first segment of the
journey has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure of the
flight originally contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change of departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the passenger the right to carry without an extra charge: on flights from/to Mexico, Center America and South America up to 66 lb (30 kg) in one piece of checked baggage; on
flights from/to North America and the Caribbean, up to 55 lb (25 kg). The maximum weight of each piece of checked baggage must not exceed 55 lb (30 kg), in case of excess, it will be charged
$80.00 MXN / $ 8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name
programs.
In case of special baggage, there will be a charge for route of $2,500.00 MXN / $ 130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $ 45.00 USD for the second piece, $ 1,800.00
MXN / $90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $ 2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed
only when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the original baggage allowance is applied at the time of change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply to one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Does not require a minimum stay.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children from 5 years old until one day
before turn 18 years old can travel alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The seat assignment incurs no cost and is from row 3 onwards subject to availability.
This fare grants the passenger the right to make changes to the departure time of their flight, flight date, or route, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For
the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours in advance of departure of the flight originally contracted directly at the airport of origin or at a sales
office. This change will generate a charge, per segment and per passenger, at the rate of $599.00 MXN / $35.00 USD / $48.00 CAD , likewise, in case the new rate is higher than the original rate,
the passenger must pay the difference of rate that corresponds to the case.
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per passenger and
per leg of the journey.
In case of a change, if the new request does not comply with the round trip requirements, they are considered a one way flight and a fee difference will be charged, and the corresponding
charges applied.
In the event of requests to change the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change is only possible if no segment has been used; once the first segment of the journey has
been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure of the flight originally
contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change of departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the passenger the right to carry without an extra charge: on flights from/to Mexico, Center America and South America up to 66 lb (30 kg) in one piece of checked baggage; on
flights from/to North America and the Caribbean, up to 55 lb (25 kg). The maximum weight of each piece of checked baggage must not exceed 55 lb (30 kg), in case of excess, it will be charged
$80.00 MXN / $ 8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name
programs.
In case of special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $ 45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00
MXN / $90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed
only when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance applies in force at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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FARE RULES

OPTIMUM FARE ROUND TRIP WITH MINIMUM STAY OF 3 DAYS

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply to one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Requires a minimum stay of 3 days (the return flight has to be at least 3 days after the departure date). The minimum stay is considered from the original date of the first flight regardless of
when the passenger boarded the plane.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The seat assignment has no cost and is from row 3 onwards subject to availability.
This fare grants the passenger the right to make changes to the departure time of their flight, flight date or route, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For
the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours in advance of departure of the flight originally contracted directly at the airport of origin or sales
office. This change will generate a charge, per segment and per passenger, at the rate of $599.00 MXN / $35.00 USD / $48.00 CAD, likewise, in case the new rate is higher than the original rate,
the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per passenger and
per leg of the journey.
In case of a change, if the new request does not comply with the round trip requirements, they are considered a one way flight and a fee difference will be charged and the corresponding
charges apply.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if the passenger hasn’t flown the first segment; once the first
segment of the trip has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to
departure of the flight originally contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change of departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the passenger the right to carry without an extra charge: on flights from/to Mexico, Center America and South America up to 66 lb (30 kg) in one piece of checked baggage; on
flights from/to North America and the Caribbean, up to 55 lb (25 kg). The maximum weight of each piece of checked baggage must not exceed 55 lb (30 kg), in case of excess, it will be charged
$80.00 MXN / $ 8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name
programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the original baggage allowance is applied at the time of change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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OPTIMUM FARE ROUND TRIP WITH MINIMUM STAY OF 7 DAYS

▪
▪
▪
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▪
▪
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▪
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Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply to one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Requires a minimum stay of 7 days (the return flight must be at least 7 days after the departure date). The minimum stay is considered from the original date of the first flight regardless of
when the passenger boarded the plane.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The seat assignment incurs no cost and is from row 3 onwards subject to availability.
This fare grants the passenger the right to make changes to the departure time of their flight, flight date or route, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For
the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours in advance of departure of the flight originally contracted directly at the airport of origin or at a sales
office. This change will generate a charge, per segment and per passenger, at the rate of $599.00 MXN / $35.00 USD / $48.00 CAD, likewise, in case the new rate is higher than the original rate,
the passenger must pay the corresponding difference.
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per passenger and
per leg of the journey.
In the event of a change, if the new request does not comply with the round trip requirements, they are considered one way flight and a fee difference will be incurred and the corresponding
charges apply.
In the case of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if the passenger haven’t flown the first segment; once the first
portion of the trip has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed. For the purpose of the above, the passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to departure
of the flight originally contracted through the Call Center.
This fare gives the passenger the right to expedite the departure time of their flight on the same day at no additional cost, provided the change of departure time is requested directly at the
airport and there is availability for the intended flight and fare group. This applies only in cases where the purchase was made at least 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight
originally contracted.
This fare gives the passenger the right to carry without an extra charge: on flights from/to Mexico, Center America and South America up to 66 lb (30 kg) in one piece of checked baggage; on
flights from/to North America and the Caribbean, up to 55 lb (25 kg). The maximum weight of each piece of checked baggage must not exceed 55 lb (30 kg), in case of excess, it will be charged
$80.00 MXN / $ 8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name
programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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LIGHT FARE

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fare does not apply when expediting flight time.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $100.00 MXN / $5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD per seat within the same section of
the fare category, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $300.00 MXN /
$15.00 USD / $13 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost by seat selection of $100.00 MXN
/ $ 5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD .
This fare gives the right to make changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, Call Center or sales office. This change will
generate a charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $699 MXN / $69 USD / $79.00 CAD, per
segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $899 MXN / $89 USD / $115.00
CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
This fare allows changes to the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the desired
change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $699.00 MXN / $49.00 USD / $67.00 CAD, per
segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment has been used; once the first segment of the trip
has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
For flights between Mexico and the United States or Canada: The first documented suitcase costs $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00 CAD with up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights in Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean: This fare grants the right to carry, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one piece of
luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra
kilogram. This right shall not be cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge for route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $ 111.00 CAD, 5th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $ 111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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PROMOTIONAL LIGHT FARE
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▪
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
This fare does not apply when expediting flight time.
For an UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $ 200.00 MXN / $ 10.00 USD / $13.00 CAD per seat within the same section
of the rate family, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $400.00 MXN /
$20.00 USD / $13 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost by seat selection of $200.00 MXN
/ $10.00 USD / $13.00 CAD .
This fare allows changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must
request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, Call Center or sales office. This change will generate a
charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the departure time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $699 MXN / $69.00 USD / $79.00
CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the departure time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $899.00 MXN /
$89.00 USD / $115.00 CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
This fare allows making changes to the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the
desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $699.00 MXN / $49.00 USD / $67.00
CAD, per segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment of the journey has been used; once the first
segment has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
For flights between Mexico and the United States or Canada: The first documented suitcase costs $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $ 36.00 CAD with up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $ 80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights in Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean: This fare allows, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one piece of luggage. The
maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This is
not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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INTERJET
FARE RULES

LIGHT FARE ROUND TRIP WITHOUT MINIMUM STAY

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply in one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Does not require a minimum stay.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
This fare does not apply when expediting flight time.
For UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $ 100.00 MXN / $5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD per seat within the same section of
the rate family, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $300.00 MXN / $15.00
USD / $13.00 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost by seat selection of $100.00 MXN /
$5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD .
This fare gives the right to make changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, through Call Center or at a sales office.
This change will generate a charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $699.00 MXN / $69.00 USD / $79.00 CAD,
per segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $899.00 MXN / $89.00 USD /
$115.00 CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
This fare gives the right to make changes in the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must
request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $699.00 MXN / $49.00
USD / $67.00 CAD, per segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment of the journey has been used; once the first
segment has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
For flights between Mexico and the United States or Canada: The first documented suitcase costs $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $ 36.00 CD with up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $ 80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights in Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean: This fare allows, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one piece of luggage. The
maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This is
not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights between Central America, South America, the Caribbean, and Canada: This fare grants the right to carry, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.

▪

For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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INTERJET
FARE RULES

LIGHT FARE ROUND TRIP WITH MINIMUM STAY OF 3 DAYS

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply in one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Requires a minimum stay of 3 days (the return flight has to be at least 3 days after the departure date). The minimum stay is considered from the original date of the first flight regardless of
when the passenger boarded the plane.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
This fare does not apply when expediting flight time.
For an UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $100.00 MXN / $5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD per seat within the same section of
the rate family, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $300.00 MXN / $15.00
USD / $13.00 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost by seat selection of $ 100.00 MXN / $
5.00 USD / $ 13.00 CAD .
This fare allows making changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, through Call Center or at a sales office.
This change will generate a charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $699.00 MXN / $69.00 USD / $79.00 CAD,
per segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $899.00 MXN / $89.00 USD /
$115.00 CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay
the corresponding fare difference.
This fare allows making changes to the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the
desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $699.00 MXN / $49.00 USD / $67.00
CAD, per segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment of the journey has been used; once the first
segment has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
For flights between Mexico and the United States or Canada: The first documented suitcase costs $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $ 36.00 CD with up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $ 80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights in Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean: This fare allows, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one piece of luggage. The
maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This is
not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights between Central America, South America, the Caribbean, and Canada: This fare grants the right to carry, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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INTERJET
FARE RULES
LIGHT FARE ROUND TRIP WITH MINIMUM STAY OF 7 DAYS

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fare subject to availability.
This fare only applies to connecting flights and/or flights with layovers (the connection/layover time between each flight cannot exceed 24 hours).
Fare applicable only for the quote and round trip reservation. It does not apply in one way trips. The passenger has to buy both segments (outbound and inbound flights).
Requires a minimum stay of 7 days (the return flight has to be at least 7 days after the departure date). The minimum stay is considered from the original date of the first flight regardless of
the passenger boarded the plane.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will expire on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
Fare without the right to cancellation.
Fare published for one way trip.
This fee does not apply with other promotions and/or discounts.
This fare does not apply when expediting flight time.
For an UMNR (unaccompanied minor), a fee of $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD must be covered per segment, per minor, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can travel
alone if they reserve our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
The automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $100.00 MXN / $5.00 USD / $13.00 CAD per seat within the same section of
the rate family, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $300.00 MXN / $15.00
USD / $13 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost by seat selection of $100.00 MXN / $5.00
USD / $13.00 CAD .
This fare allows making changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, through Call Center or at a sales office.
This change will generate a charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $699.00 MXN / $69.00 USD / $79.00 CAD,
per segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $899.00 MXN / $89.00 USD /
$115.00 CAD, per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
This fare allows making changes to the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the
desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $699.00 MXN / $49.00 USD / $67.00
CAD, per segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for change in the passenger's name and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment of the journey has been used; once the first
segment has been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
For flights between Mexico and the United States or Canada: The first documented suitcase costs $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00 CD with up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $ 80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights in Mexico, Central America, South America and the Caribbean: This fare allows, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one piece of luggage. The
maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each extra kilogram. This is
not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For flights between Central America, South America, the Caribbean, and Canada: This fare grants the right to carry, at no additional cost, up to 25 kg (55lb) of checked baggage in one
piece of luggage. The maximum weight for each piece of checked baggage should not exceed 30 kg (66lb), in case of excess baggage a charge of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD for each
extra kilogram. This is not cumulative or applicable together with other benefits granted by other Interjet loyalty and / or brand-name programs.
For special baggage, there will be a charge per route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN /
$90.00 USD for the third and fourth pieces (price for each piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price for each piece). Car defenses are allowed only
when traveling to Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with
up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $1,200.00 MXN / $60.00 USD, 3 rd piece
of baggage $1,820.00 MXN / $101.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of
your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance applies in force at the time of the change.
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2 nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3 rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD . Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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INTERJET
FARE RULES

ULTRA LIGHT FARE

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Tariff subject to availability.
Only applicable to direct flights.
The ticket will be valid for a non-extendable term of one year from the date of purchase. If the passenger does not show up on the appointed date for their flight and did not request any
change of date and/or route, the validity of the ticket will end on that same date and no refund or credit shall apply.
This tariff does not permit cancelations.
Fare published for one-way trip.
This tariff does not apply for expedited flight time changes.
For unaccompanied minors, a charge of de $500.00 MXN / $50.00 USD / $68.00 CAD will be applied per minor, per journey segment, subject to availability. Children aged 5 to 17 years can
travel alone if they book our unaccompanied minor service.
A fuel surcharge of up to $250.00 MXN applies for routes within Mexico.
A fuel surcharge of up to $22.00 USD / $22.00 CAD applies for international routes.
Automatic seat assignment is free of charge and is from row 17 onwards but can be changed with a charge from $150.00 MXN / $10.00 USD / $18.00 CAD per seat within the same section of the
fare category, subject to availability. Zone 1: From row 3 to 19 in an Airbus A320, from row 3 to 16 in a S95, and from the row 3 to 23 in an A321 cost per seat selection of $400.00 MXN / $20.00
USD / $18 CAD total; Zone 2: From row 20 to 26 in A320 equipment; from row 17 to 20 in equipment S95, and from row 24 to 34 in equipment A321 cost per seat selection of $150.00 MXN / $
10.00 USD / $18.00 CAD.
This fare gives the right to make changes in departure times, flight date or route, provided that such modification is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the
passenger must request the desired change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the airport of origin, Call Center or sales office. This change will
generate a charge, in accordance with the following:
•
If the passenger requests the change more than 24 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $799 MXN / $79 USD / $89.00 CAD per
segment and per passenger.
•
If the passenger requests the change less than 24 but at least 4 hours prior to the time of the flight originally contracted, the applicable fee will be $999 MXN / $99 USD / $120.00
CAD per segment and per passenger.
•
Changes to your departure time, departure date, or flight route should be made through our Call Center and will generate a charge of $1,099.00MXN / $109 USD / $129 CAD per
passenger and per leg of the journey.
If the new fare is higher than the original fare, the passenger must pay the corresponding fare difference.
This fare allows changes to the passenger's name, provided that such change is requested during the validity of the ticket. For purposes of the above, the passenger must request the desired
change at least 4 hours prior to the departure of the originally contracted flight, directly at the Call Center. This change will generate a charge for $799.00 MXN / $59.00 USD / $77.00 CAD, per
segment and per passenger.
In the event of requests for passenger name change and in the case of round trips, such a change shall only be possible if no segment has been used; once the first segment of the trip has
been flown, the name on the ticket cannot be changed.
A discount has already been applied to this tariff in exchange for the passenger traveling without checked baggage. Charges for adding baggage are as follows:
For flights within Mexico, North America, Central America, and South America, additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $550.00 MXN / $30.00 USD / $36.00
CAD, 2nd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $40.00 USD / $53.00 CAD, 3rd piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $75.00 USD / $84.00 CAD, 4th piece of baggage $800.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD, 5 th
piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $100.00 USD / $111.00 CAD. Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up
to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger. If your baggage weighs more than 25kg (55lb) you will be charged a fee of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD per additional kilogram up to
30kg (66lb). Individual pieces of baggage must not weigh more than 30kg (66lb).
For flights to the Caribbean additional pieces of baggage incur the following charges: 1st piece of baggage $1,000.00 MXN / $50.00 USD, 2nd piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 3rd
piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 4 th piece of baggage $2,100.00 MXN / $105.00 USD, 5th piece of baggage $2,600.00 MXN / $130.00 USD. Prices are per piece of baggage, and per leg
of your journey. Each piece of baggage should weigh no more than 25kg (55lb) with up to 5 pieces of additional baggage per passenger. If your baggage weighs more than 25kg (55lb) you will
be charged a fee of $80.00 MXN / $8.00 USD / $8.00 CAD per additional kilogram up to 30kg (66lb). Individual pieces of baggage must not weigh more than 30kg (66lb
For special baggage, there will be a charge for route of $2,500.00 MXN / $130.00 USD for the first piece of special baggage, $900.00 MXN / $45.00 USD for the second piece, $1,800.00 MXN / $90.00
USD for the third and fourth pieces (price per piece), and $2,700.00 MXN / $135.00 USD for the fifth, sixth, and seventh piece (price per piece). Car defenses are allowed only when traveling to
Cuba; their size must not exceed 150 cm or 59 in for each piece.
If you request a change of itinerary, flight, schedule and/ or route, the baggage allowance is applied at the time of the change.
On flights between Mexico and Canada, charges for reservations, changes, service charges or issues will be made in CAD legal tender in Canada and for all other international flights the
charge for reservation changes, service charges or emission will be made in USD currency of legal tender in the United States of America and the conversion will be made in local currency of
the country where the reservation is made, according to the exchange rate at the moment of purchase or change.
The final price will be displayed at the time of reservation or change.
The prices shown in this regulation include taxes for purchase and sale within Mexico. For other countries, the corresponding taxes will be applied to each.
Not applicable for flights with a series number of 9000 to 9999.
For more information, see: Mexico (https://www.interjet.com/es-mx/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas),
United States (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjetexperience/flying-with-us/fares), Canada (https://www.interjet.com/en-us/interjet-experience/flying-with-us/fares & https://www.interjet.com/fr-ca/experience-interjet/voler-avecnous/tarifs), Guatemala (https://www.interjet.com/es-gt/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas), Colombia (https://www.interjet.com/es-co/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas), Costa Rica (https://www.interjet.com/es-cr/experiencia-interjet/viajando-con-interjet/tarifas) and Peru (https://www.interjet.com/es-pe/experiencia-interjet/viajando-coninterjet/tarifas).
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